
On Monday September 14th 2015 a group of History students from Cloughwood 

Academy visited sites, landmarks and museums surrounding the Belgium battlefields of 

World War I. The purpose of the trip was to enable students to understand events 

surrounding the First World War and appreciate the sufferings and experiences the 

soldiers went through.  

 

As part of their GCSE History course, students are learning about the history of 

Germany 1919-1945. This trip enabled students to fully embrace the subject; learning 

about the end of the First World War and the beginning of their subject area.  

 



During the trip students visited Tyne Cot Cemetery, the resting place of 11,954 
soldiers of the Commonwealth Forces – the largest Commonwealth military cemetery 
in the world.  

Of the 11,954 burials, 8,367 are unidentified 
British or Commonwealth servicemen. This is 
about 70% of the total graves in the 
cemetery. These graves are marked with 
headstones which are inscribed with the 
words “Known unto God”. 

 

Students learnt that soldiers as young as 
15 years old (the same age as some of 
them) fought on the Belgium battlefields 
and endured hardships and experiences 
that are difficult to comprehend.  

 

 

Students spent time looking 
around the cemetery and 
reading the inscriptions.  

“It was an experience I’ll never forget.” 
– Darren Phipps 

 

 



The Tyne Cot Memorial to the Missing 

bears the inscribed names of over 34,000 

British and New Zealand soldiers whose 

remains are still missing in the Ypres 

Salient.  

 

At the suggestion of King George V, who 

visited the cemetery in 1922, the Cross of 

Sacrifice was placed on the original large 

pill-box. There are three other pill-boxes in 

the cemetery.   

 

“It was very peaceful and very moving.”  

 

        

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Vimy Ridge was my favourite part; it was an experience I’ll never 

forget.”– Darren P 

 

 

Vimy Ridge was the site of a military engagement fought primarily as part of the 

Battle of Arras, in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region of France, during the First World 

War. The main combatants were the Canadian Corps, of four divisions, against three 

divisions of the German Sixth Army. The battle, which took place from 9 to 12 April 

1917, was part of the opening phase of the British-led Battle of Arras, a diversionary 

attack for the French Nivelle Offensive. 

The objective of the Canadian Corps was to take control of the German-held high 

ground along an escarpment at the northernmost end of the Arras Offensive. This 

would ensure that the southern flank could advance without suffering German 

enfilade fire. Supported by a creeping barrage, the Canadian Corps captured most of 

the ridge during the first day of the attack. The town of Thélus fell during the second 

day of the attack, as did the crest of the ridge once the Canadian Corps overcame a 

salient of considerable German resistance. The final objective, a fortified knoll 

located outside the town of Givenchy-en-Gohelle, fell to the Canadian Corps on 12 

April. The German forces then retreated to the Oppy–Méricourt line. 

The grounds of the site are still honeycombed with wartime tunnels, trenches, craters 

and unexploded munitions, and are largely closed off for public safety. A section of 

preserved trenches and a portion of a tunnel have been made accessible to site 

visitors. 
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Hill 60, located around three miles south-
east of Ypres, is not a natural feature, but 
was made from the spoil removed during the 
construction of the railway line nearby. 
Because it was a small area of elevated land 
in a flat landscape, it obviously had strategic 
importance in the battles in the Salient and 
was the scene of desperate fighting in April 
and May 1915 between the British and 
German armies. The launch of a British 
attack on 17th April 1915 began with the 
explosion of three mines which literally blew 
the top off the hill.  

 

The Memorial Site also has the remains of 
several concrete bunkers and craters from 
the 1915/16 and 1917 battles. A large 
bunker in the centre of the site is preserved 
almost as it was found at the end of the war. 
It was used by both German and British 
Armies.  



Students also visited Hill 62 museum which houses a collection of artefacts found 
after the First World War. Behind the museum remain and number of trenches which 
have been preserved by the landowner and give visitors an idea of the topography of 
the area as well as the sort of conditions endured by the troops.    

 

“You could go 
through the tunnel. 
You couldn’t see 
anything it was 
pitch-black. It went 
on for ages. When 
you were in there it 
was strange, it was 
like you could feel 
the war was going on 
around you.  

“I don’t know how 
they could 
manoeuvre through 
the tunnels; they 
were narrow and soldiers had to navigate through 
the mud and rocks underneath.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hill 62 is just two miles from the centre of 

Ypres. On high ground (for the area) Hill 

62 gave whoever occupied it an 

advantage because of its commanding 

views in what was primarily a flat region. 

For the first two years of World War I, Hill 

62 was behind Allied lines within the 

Ypres Salient, giving the Allies the 

advantage of height. 

On June 2
nd

 1916 the Battle of Mount 

Sorrel began when the Germans launched 

an attack against Allied positions on Hill 

62, Armagh Wood, Sanctuary Wood and 

Mount Sorrel. Mount Sorrel was about 

1000 metres southwest from Hill 62. The 

Germans captured these targets. 

Therefore they now had a favourable 

height advantage over the Allies based in 

Ypres, which could clearly be seen from 

Hill 62. General Plumer, commander of the 

II Army in Ypres, could not tolerate this 

situation. He ordered the Canadians to 

launch a counter-attack to recapture Hill 

62. This started at 01.30 on June 16
th and 

was led by the Canadian 1
st

 and 

2
nd

 Divisions. 

The Canadians took heavy casualties at 

Hill 62 and failed to recapture it. However, 

the ferocity of their attack was sufficient 

to force the Germans out of Hill 62 with 

neither side in control of it. Hill 62 

remained almost in a state of limbo in 

terms of who controlled it as it was 

between Allied and German front lines as 

they stood after the Battle of Mount Sorrel 

– effectively Hill 62 was ‘No-Man’s Land’. 

 



“It was amazing to think that the trenches were dug by people not machines. It was the 
tallest people that had to dig the trenches out. That was to make sure they were deep 
enough for the soldiers to walk through without their heads sticking over the top. 

“Hill 62 was definitely my favourite part of the whole trip.” – Lewis H 

“Hill 62 was my favourite because you could see 

what it was like for the soldiers.” – Ollie S 

“Amazing!” – Mcauley N 

 

 

 

 


